Aircode™ improves
horses living quarters
After reaching success on several high profiled markets,
Aircode™ have recently made a huge impact in the world
of horses.
With easy installations and low energy use Aircode manage to raise the
indoor air climate within horse stables and horse transportation to the
point where horses feel better, recover quicker and is much less likely to
catch bugs and deceases. Aircode prevent the horses from inhaling
bacteria’s, ammoniac and other airborne particles that affect their
immune system negatively.

D u s t P a rtic le D ec a y
Natural

350.00

Aircode

Environmental goals

P artic le C ou nt (C ti)

300.00

• Particle reduction

250.00

• Fresh toilet environment

200.00

• Odour elimination

150.00

• Bacteria elimination

100.00

• Fresher environment

50.00

“Even before the first installation was done
I was confident that the horse stables/
transports would be greatly benefited by
using Aircode products, since horses
environment are extremely exposed by
particles, VOC’s, and bacteria’s, some of
Aircode’s easiest opponents to combat.
Due to that knowledge it hasn’t been a real
surprise but yet as rewarding to hear the
customers reactions and the horses
response and minimized days were they
are ill or sick. Despite if the customer is an
Professionals horse jumper / trainer, stable
owner or an horse owner they have all
noticed a great improvement within the
stables.”
(Mats Nilsson, Aircode Owner)

• Healthier environment
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Aircode™ CX-100
Stand Alone Unit

A self-contained, stainless steel unit that can
easily be installed in the ceiling or the wall
with four screws and a plug connector.
The CX-100 creates a fresher climate in
waste disposal rooms, areas for returnable
glass, beer stores, changing-rooms and other
closed areas.

In-duct installation

Mark Bunting from outside Birmingham, UK, a professional horse jumper
and trainer has taken the Aircode system to his heart. He states that
since using Aircode performance of the horses have increased considerably. After heavy exercise they re-energize much quicker and they
haven’t picked up any bugs or deceases since the units were installed.
The indoor environment is completely changed and I know that the
horses have the best ambient atmosphere possible.
Everything you need is on www.markbuntinghorses.com
Aircode can be easily installed within stables either with our stand alone
units or a retro fit within existing ventilation system. Both alternatives are
easy to install and the units has an energy consumption of a light-bulb.

The unit eliminates odours, bacteria, airborne
microbes, gases, mould and fungal spores.

Aircode™ ID AC-100
Aircode ID AC-100 air purification system
ionization unit information and easy ventilation
system instructions.
The Aircode ID AC-100 eliminates odors,
bacteria, airborne microbes, gases, mold, and
fungus spores.

More information and references are available.

Ordering and information
Mats Nilsson
Tel.: +46 730 299155
E-mail: mats@aircode.se

www.aircode.se

